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It is well known that congruential tree languages are the same as recognizable tree languages. In this 
paper we construct. in O(n log n) time, for a given ground term equation system E and given ground 
trees pI. .pA, a deterministic tree automaton A recognizing the congruential tree language 
IPIl+J “’ “M_:, where II is the number of occurrences of symbols in E and p,, ,,. ,pk. 
1. Introduction 
Finitely generated congruences are used to define tree languages, called congruen- 
tial tree languages, as follows: a tree language over a ranked alphabet C is congruen- 
tial if it is the union of finitely many classes of a finitely generated congruence on the 
algebra TA = (TX, C) of terms over C, where, for ~GZ,,,, with 111 3 0, and tI, . . . , t,~ T,, 
we have jTA(rl, . . . ,t,)=.f(tl, ,t,). 
Brainerd Cl], Kozen [9], Fiiliip and V6gviilgyi [6] have shown that congruential 
tree languages are the same as recognizable tree languages. In this paper we show how 
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to construct, in O(n log n) time, for a given finite set E of ground term equations and 
ground terms pi, , ph, a deterministic tree automaton which recognizes the con- 
gruential tree language [pl]_ru ... u l&I_;. 
Fiilop and Vagvolgyi [7] presented an algorithm which, given a finite set of ground 
term equations E of size n over a ranked alphabet C, produces in O(n logn) time 
a finite and reduced ground term rewriting system R such that the ranked alphabet of 
R contains C and that -g = -_t n T, x T_. The algorithm of Fiilop and Vagviilgyi 
consisted of two main steps. In the first step one creates the subterm graph of E in O(n) 
time and then one lets a congruence closure procedure run on the subterm graph of 
E for the relation r corresponding to E in O(nlogn) time. In the second step one 
produces R in O(rz) time. 
In this paper we slightly modify this algorithm as follows. Our algorithm takes 
a finite ground term equation system E and ground terms pl, . . . ,pk and returns in 
O(nlogn) time a deterministic tree automaton A recognizing the congruential tree 
language hl-;u ... u IpJ++;, where n is the number of occurrences of symbols in 
E and pi, . . . ,pk. In the first step we create the subterm graph of E and of the terms 
pi, , pk, and then let a congruence closure procedure run on the subterm graph of E, 
pi, , pk for the relation z corresponding to E in O(n log n) time. In the second step we 
produce a finite, reduced and ground term rewriting system R in O(n) time as Fiilop 
and Vagvdlgyi [7], which is the rewrite rule set of A and compute the state set 
consisting of the classes of the congruence closure of T in O(n) time. 
In the third step we compute the final-state set consisting of the congruence classes 
of the vertices corresponding to the terms pl, . . . ,pk in O(n) time. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we present a brief review of the notions, notations and results used in 
the paper. 
2.1. Relations 
A relation over a set A is a subset p of A x A. We denote by p* the reflexive, 
transitive closure of p. We write a p b for (a, b)Ep. 
2.2. Terms 
A ranked alphabet 1 is a finite set in which every element has a unique rank in the 
set of nonnegative integers. For each integer nz 30, C, denotes the elements of C which 
have rank 1~. We assume that Z‘, # 8. 
We need a countably infinite set X = (xi, x2, ) of variable symbols kept fixed 
throughout the paper. The set of the first I elements .x1, ,xr of X is denoted by XI. 
For an arbitrary 1 2 0, we denote by Tz. I the set of terms over 1 indexed by Xl. It is 
the smallest set U for which 
(i) C,UX,SU and 
(ii) f’(ti, . . . , r,,,)~ U whenever ,fEC,, with rn>l and t,,...,t,~U. 
The set T,., is written simply as TX and called the set of ground terms over C. 
We distinguish a subset TX,,, of T,,,! as follows: a tree TV TS,n is in fr,, if and only if 
each variable symbol of X,, appears exactly once in t. 
The tree substitution operation is defined in the following way. Given a tree tc Tz, I 
(l 3 0) and trees t,, . . . . tr, we denote by t(ti, . , tr) the tree which can be obtained 
from r by replacing each occurrence of .xi in t by ti, for 1 6 id 1. 
For a ground term JET,, the set s&(t) of subtrees of t is defined by induction. If 
tECo, then sub(t)=(t); otherwise, if t=.f’(ti, . . ..f.,,) for some ~1 B 1, fez, and 
t,, ,~,,,ET~, then we have sub(t)= U(suh(ti)~ 1 <i<m) u (t). 
2.3. Algch~~.v 
Let Z be a ranked alphabet; then a C algebra is a system B=(B, CR), where B is 
a nonempty set, called the carrier set of B, and ZR= i,f”i,f~Z ] is a set of operations 
over B such that, for every &I,,,, with ni > 0, ,f” is a mapping from B” to B. 
An equivalence relation ~1 s B x B is a congruence on B if ,f (tl, . , fm) 
~~,f(p,, . . . . p,) whenever ,fiZ,,. m > 0, tiPPi, for I <i<m. 
Let p be a congruence relation on B. Then, for every heB, we denote by y(h) the 
congruence class containing h, i.e. p(h)= (u ( m p h j. We say that L’ is of finite index if 
the set (p(h) 1 h~l3) is finite. 
Each relation T c B x B generates a congruence (1 on B, called the congruence 
generated by T, which is the smallest congruence on B that contains T. A congruence 
p on B is finitely generated if it is generated by a finite relation T c B x B. A subset 
H of B is congruential if it is the union of finitely many classes of a finitely generated 
congruence on B. 
In what follows, we shall deal with the algebra TA = (T,, C) of terms over 1, where, 
for ,fcC,, with tn 3 0, and ti, .~,,,ET~, we have ,fTA(flr .. . ,t,)=f‘(tl, , t,). 
Congruential subsets of T, are called congruential tree languages. 
A ground term equation system (gtes for short) over a ranked alphabet C is a finite 
subset E of T, x Tz. The elements of E are written in the form u GP and called 
equations. Each gtes E generates a relation ttE over TI as follows. For any p, q~ T,, we 
have pwEq if and only if there exist an equation u &I’ in E and a context (‘E TX, 1 such 
that (p=c(u) and q=c‘(c)) or(p=c(r) and q=c(u)). We note that-z is the congruence 
relation generated by E on TA. The congruence class containing a term [ET, is 
denoted by [t]+,;. 
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2.5. Ground term re,l,riting .s~‘.stenzs 
A ground term rewriting system (gtrs) over a ranked alphabet Z is again a finite 
subset R of TX x Tz. However, the elements of R can be used only in one direction 
given by the system to define a rewriting relation -+R introduced as follows: for any p, 
qE T,, we have p+xq if and only if there exists an element, called a rule, (u, U) in R and 
a context c~ TI,. I such that p=c’(tl) and q=c(v). The rules in R will be written in the 
form u-+c as well. Moreover, we say that u is the left-hand side and u is the right-hand 
side of the rule U+V. A term PE Tz is called irreducible with respect to R if there exists 
no qETz such that ~+~q. For a gtrs R, by the relation t+i we mean the reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive closure of +R. (Note that we obtain the same definition of 
++z if we consider R as a gtes by forgetting its direction.) 
A gtrs R is equivalent to a gtes E if -i = -_A holds. 
Next we introduce some important properties for a gtrs R. We say that R is 
(a) noetherian if there are no infinite chains of the form fl+Rf2+R ... , 
(b) confluent if for any p, q and r in T,, p + t q and p + g r imply that q + t s and 
T+~S for some SET,, 
(c) Church-Rosser if for any p, qE T,, pt)Eq implies that p-i r and q-z r for 
some reT,, 
(d) reduced if for any rule U+U in R, the left-hand side u is irreducible with respect 
to R - { (u, II)} and the right-hand side c is irreducible with respect to R. 
It is known that R is confluent if and only if it is ChurchbRosser. If R is noetherian 
and confluent, then it is called canonical. Morover, if R is canonical then, for every term 
PET,, there exists a unique irreducible term q, called the R-normal form of p, such that 
p+iq. Finally, we recall the result from [l l] that any reduced gtrs R is canonical. 
2.6. Suhterrn gr~pphs und congruence closure 
The following definition of a subterm graph is taken from [ 111. Let C be a ranked 
alphabet. A subterm graph over Z is a directed, labeled and acyclic multigraph G = ( V, 
D, I.), where V is the set of vertices, DG Vx V is the multiset of directed arcs and 
3.: V+C is the labeling function such that if outdegree(c)=m for some vertex L’E V, 
then E.(c)EZ,. The multiset of arcs leaving a vertex is ordered. We denote by ti/i the ith 
successor of a vertex 1). 
The vertices of G can be interpreted as ground terms over C by the function ^ : V+ T, 
which is defined by recursion: for a vertex L’E V, we have t:=).(v) if outdegree(v)=O and 
we have t’=a(~/^l, .._ ,,:/;,I) if outdegree(t’)=nz for some m>O and j.(u)=c. 
.Let E be a gtes over C. We say that G is a subterm graph for E if ^ is a bijection 
between V and the set of subterms occurring in E. The size of a gtes E is the number of 
occurrences of symbols of C in E. 
Proposition 2.1 (Downey et al. [4, 51). There exists an ulgorithm which takes a ytes E @” 
size n and returns the suhterrn gruph G qf E in O(n) time. 
Let E be a gtes over Z, and let pl, , pk (k 30) be ground terms over C. We say that 
G is a subterm graph for E and pl,. . . , pk if ^ is a bijection between V and the set of 
subterms occurring in E or the pi’s. It is not hard to see that by slightly modifying the 
above algorithm one can show the following result. 
Proposition 2.2. There exists an algorithm which tukes a gtes E and ground terms 
p,, . , pk (k 3 0) and returns the subterm graph G qf E and pl, . . . , pk and returns the 
aertices vl, . . . , vk, with 6, =pl, . , fik=pk. Moreover, the algorithm runs in O(n) time, 
where n is the number qf occurrences of symbols in E and p, , . , pk. 
Let G=( I’, D, 2) be a subterm graph over C. An equivalence relation p over V is 
a congruence on V if, for each pair of vertices U, VE V, the conditions j.(u)= j.(v) and 
u/iptl/i for 1 did outdegree imply that u p 1;. 
Given a relation r over V, the smallest congruence on V containing r is called the 
congruence closure of 5. 
It is well known that, for any relation r on a graph G=( V, D, j.), there exists 
a unique congruence closure of r’, and algorithms for calculating congruence closures 
are given in [S, lo]. The latter can be implemented with a worst-case time of 
0( 1 DI log 1 D I); the former runs in O(l D I ‘) time but seems to be faster in practice. 
Applying this general result to the situation where the graph is the subterm graph of 
some gtes E and of some ground terms pl, . . . ,pk, we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 2.3 (Downey et al. [S]). There exists an algorithm which, given a subterm 
graph G= ( V, D, i_) of a gtes E and of ground terms p 1, , pk (k 3 0) and a relation 
T over V, produces the congruence closure p of r. Moreover, the algorithm runs in 
O(n log n) time, where IZ is the number of occurrences of symbols in E and pl, . , pk. 
2.7. Tree automata 
First we adopt the concept of a tree automaton from 13, X]. Thus, a tree automaton 
is a system A =(A, C, R, A’), where 
(a) A is a finite nonempty set of states, where each state is a symbol of arity 0, 
(b) Z is a ranked alphabet, with CnA=@, 
(c) R is a finite set of rules of the form 
.f(ar,...,Q+a, where m>O, fEZ,, a, a,, . . . ,a,EA, 
(d) A’ is a subset of A, called the set of final states. 
The transition relation +A over the set TLuA is defined as the rewriting relation +R 
of R. Then the tree language recognized by A is 
L(A)= {t~TJt-+;a for some aeA’} 
A tree language L c TX is recognizable if there exists a tree automaton A such that 
L=L(A). 
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We say that a tree automaton A is deterministic if there are no two different rules in 
R with the same left-hand side. It should be clear that if A is deterministic, then R is 
a reduced ground term rewriting system over the ranked alphabet ZuA. 
3. The result 
Let E be a gtes over a ranked alphabet Z, and let pl, ,pkcTz (k30). Let 
T= {TV Tz 1 t~sub(u) or t~sub(r) for some u L=c in E 
or tESLlb(Pi) for some 1 <i<k} 
be the set of subterms occurring in E or some pi and let 0 = ++%n T x T. Moreover, for 
teT, we define [t]s=[t]_rn T and we put A = { [t]@ 1 TV T}. It should be clear that 
0 is an equivalence relation on T and that [t]@ is the equivalence class of 0 contain- 
ing t. 
We define the ranked alphabet CU A, where the elements of A are viewed as symbols 
with rank 0. 
Following Fiiliip and Vagvblgyi [7], we introduce the ground term rewriting 
system R as follows. Let R be the set of rules of the form 
where ,f(ti , , t,)c T. One can prove the following properties of R in the same way as 
Fiiliip and Vagvolgyi [7]. 
By direct inspection, we have the following result. 
Proposition 3.1 (Fiiliip and Vagviilgyi [7]). R is reduced. 
The next statement can easily be proved by an induction on the structure of t 
Proposition 3.2 (Fiiliip and Vagviilgyi [7]). For every JET, we have t +i[tlo. 
Lemma 3.3 (Fiiliip and Vagvijlgyi [7]). For all tE Tz and PE T, if+ g[plo, then t-ip. 
The next theorem says that R is equivalent to E on Tr. 
Theorem 3.4 (Fiiliip and Vagvolgyi [7]). -i =-g nT, x TX. 
According to Proposition 3.1, R is reduced; hence, R is canonical. Thus, there exists 
a unique R-normal form to each term PET,, which will be denoted by p’. Note that p’ 
may contain symbols that belong to A. The following theorem says that the word 
problem of E reduces to computing the R-normal form of terms. 
Theorem 3.5 (Fiilbp and Vagvolgyi [7]). For my t, PET,, t-gp ifand only ft’=p’. 
Dauchet et al. [3] introduced and studied the concept of a ground tree transducer; 
their results were extended by Dauchet and Tison [2]. By Theorem 3.5, for the ground 
term rewriting system R constructed above or in [7], the ground tree transducer (R, R) 
induces the rewrite relation -zj. Moreover, we note that Snyder [ll] gave a fast 
method for generating a reduced ground term rewriting system which is equivalent to 
a given ground term equation system. This is an efficient Knuth-Bendix procedure for 
the ground case. The method runs in O(nlogn) time, where n is the number of 
occurrences of symbols in the original gtes. 
Consider the tree automaton A =(A, C, R, A’), where A’= ([pile 11 <i<kj. We 
state that A recognizes the congruential tree language [pI]_:u...u[pk]_T. 
Theorem 3.6. L(A)=[p,]_~u~~~~[p~]_~. 
Proof. First we show that L(A)~[p,],~u...~[p~]_~. Let JET, and suppose that 
tgL(A). Then 
G[Cpi]e for some 1 <i<k. 
R 
Since pin T, by Lemma 3.3, 
that is to say, 
Conversely, let TV TX and suppose that t- Epi for some 1 <i < k. We observe that, by 
Proposition 3.2, 
The term [pi]0 is irreducible with respect to R. Hence, we have 
P:=cPilo. 
Since t, ~,ET,, by Theorem 3.5, 
t’=P:=[pi]@. 
Hence, 
Thus. 
td(A). c 
Next we present the algorithm that produces the tree automaton A. We suppose 
that we have available a congruence closure procedure, such as the one presented in 
Proposition 2.3, which, given a subterm graph G= (V, D, i-) of a gtes E and of ground 
terms pr , . . , pk-e T,, and a relation T over k’, produces the congruence closure p of r. 
We also suppose the existence of a function FIND(x) that returns a unique name of 
the congruence class of p containing x, for each XE V. A possible implementation of 
such a function was described in [12]. Our algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm 3.7. 
Input: A gtes E over the ranked alphabet C and ground trees pl,. . ,pk~ TX. 
Output: A deterministic tree automaton A =(A, Z, R, A’) recognizing the congruen- 
tial tree language [pI]_:u...u[pk]_;. 
(1) Create the subterm graph G=( V, D, E.) for E and pl, . . . ,pk. During this process, 
record the vertices cr, , ck such that fii =pi for 1 <id k. Then compute the congru- 
ence closure p of the relation 
T=((U,C)EVX vl(li,fi)EE}. 
(2) R:=@ 
For each SE V do 
begin 
0 := r”(x); 
m := outdegree( 
a := FIND (x); 
A:= Au{a); 
for each 1 <i < m do 
ai := FIND(x/i); 
R:=Ru(a(a,,...,a,)+a} 
end 
(3) For each l<i<k do 
begin 
ai:= FIND(ri) 
A’ := A’u (ai 1 
end 
Now we show the correctness of our algorithm. The claim in [9, p. 1671 states that 
0 = ((2, i) 1 (x, y)~pJ, where 0 is the equivalence relation introduced at the beginning 
of this section. Hence, our algorithm produces the same R as introduced above; apart 
from that, here we write a unique name for every congruence class of 0. 
As for the complexity of our algorithm, we argue in a similar way as Fiiliip and 
Vagvolgyi [7], when they proved that their algorithm runs in O(nlogn) time. By 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, the total cost of the first step of our algorithm is O(nlog n). 
In the second step the total cost of the assignments for A, (T and m is O(n). 
Moreover, we observe that the function FIND is called indegree( 1 times for every 
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vertex XE V. Let us denote by n(x) the number of the occurrences of the term _C in 
E and pl, ,pk as a subterm. Then indegree(.u)<n(s) and we have 
.,;r indegree + 1 <n+ c n(x)=2n. 
I t v 
Hence, FIND is called during the second step at most 2n times, which, by the main 
result of [12], requires O(n) time. Thus, the complexity of the second step is O(n). 
In the third step the total cost of the assignments for a, and A’ is O(k). Moreover, we 
observe that the function FIND is called k times, which, again by [12], requires O(k) 
time. Since k<n, the total cost of the third step of our algorithm is O(n). 
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